
1. Introduction

The realism of  cloud microphysics parameterizations in weather and climate models has been improved 

over the last decades, with current schemes covering a wide spectrum of  complexities (e.g., see reviews 
of  Khain etal., ; Morrison etal., ). Bin and Lagrangian microphysics approaches are considered 2015 2020
to be more accurate and flexible (e.g., Berry & Reinhardt, ; Enukashvily, ; Grabowski etal.,1974 1980 2018; 

Seifert etal., ; Shima etal., ), but their computational cost is usually too high 2019 2009; Tzivion etal.,1987
for operational applications or large scale simulations. In such cases, bulk schemes (e.g., Ferrier, ; Lin 1994
etal.,1983; Morrison etal.,2009; Thompson etal.,2008) are employed. Instead of  explicitly predicting 
the evolution of  hydrometeors size distributions, bulk microphysics parameterizations compute conver-

sion rates among several hydrometeor categories in terms of integral properties of  their size distributions 
(typically, mass and number). Consequently, hydrometeors size distributions are usually assumed to follow 
predefined functional relationships, such as the gamma function:

 (1)

where  ,  and  are the intercept, shape and slope parameters, respectively, and  is the number of 
droplets in a diameter interval  and in a unit volume of air. The assumption of a predefined function 

A  tudy, the variability of the spectral dispers roplet size distributions (DSDs) 

in s investigated. Analyses are based on aircra urements of growing cumuli 
nea in, and on numerical simulations of an idea ce-free cumulus. In cleaner 
clou ispersion  , defined as the ratio of the standa viation to the mean value of the 

dropl negatively correlated with the ratio of the cloud ater content (  ) to the adiabatic 
liquid t (  ), while no strong correlation between  and /  is seen in polluted clouds. Bin 
microp erical simulations suggest that these contrasting behaviors are associated with the effect 
of collis scence in cleaner clouds, and secondary droplet activation in polluted clouds, in addition 

to the tu mixing of parcels that experienced different paths within the cloud. Collision-coalescence 
simultan broadens the DSDs and decreases  , explaining the inverse relationship between  and 

/  in cl  clouds. Secondary droplet activation broadens the DSDs but has little direct impact on  . 
The combi on of a rather modest DSD broadening due to weak collision-coalescence with enhanced 
droplet acti ion in both diluted and highly undiluted cloud regions may contribute to maintain a 
relatively un orm  within polluted clouds. These findings can be useful for parameterizing the shape 
parameter ( ) of gamma DSDs in bulk microphysics cloud-resolving models. It is shown that emulating 
the observed /  relationship improves the estimation of the collision-coalescence rate in bulk 

microphysics simulations compared to the bin simulations.
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for hydrometeor size distributions constitutes an intrinsic limitation of most bulk microphysics parameter-
izations. For instance, although droplet size distributions (DSDs) averaged over large regions and different 

clouds can be relatively well represented by the gamma function, local DSDs can present specific features, 
such as bi-modalities, that significantly deviate from the average gamma-like shape (Khain etal.,2015). 
Moreover, bulk schemes must predict at least three moments to evolve the three gamma size distribution 

parameters independently, and schemes predicting fewer moments must introduce additional closure as-
sumptions. In the case of double-moment schemes that assume gamma size distributions, empirical meth-
ods are generally employed in order to determine the  parameter.

If the DSD follows ma function,  , where  is the relative dispersion (defined as the ratio of 
the standard deviati  to the mean value  of the droplet diameter).  is also related to the parameter 

 


 

2
( 3)

 , which represents the ratio of  the effective radius to the volume mean radius of  

cloud droplets (Liu & Daum, ; Peng & Lohmann, ).2002 2003

Many mechanisms may explain the DSD broadening observed in real clouds, compared to the spectral width 
predicted by condensational growth in an ascending, adiabatic, non-turbulent parcel. Among these mecha-
nisms are the effect of solute and curvature on the condensation/evaporation occurring in vertically oscillat-

ing parcels (Jensen & Nugent,2017; Korolev,1995; Yang etal.,2018; Yin etal.,2000); the impact of radiative 
cooling at cloud top (Hartman & Harrington, ; Lebo etal., ); turbulence enhancement of  2005a 2005b, 2008
collisions (Ayala, Rosa, Wang, & Grabowski, ; Ayala, Rosa, & Wang, ; Chen, Yau, & Bartello,2008 2008 2018; 

Dávila & Hunt,2001; Devenish etal.,2012; Franklin etal., ; Grabowski & Wang, ; J. Lu etal.,2005 2013 2010; 
Pinsky etal., ; L.-P. Wang etal., ); entrainment (Baker & Latham, ; Baker etal.,2006 2007, 2008 1979 1980; 
Blyth,1993; Brenguier & Grabowski,1993; Cooper etal.,2013; Hoffmann etal.,2015; Latham & Reed,1977; 

Tölle & Krueger, ); and the mixing of droplets that have experienced different condensational growth 2014
histories in the clouds (Abade etal.,2018; Baker etal., ; Cooper, ; Dodson & Small Griswold,1984 1989 2019; 
Grabowski & Abade,2017; Lasher-Trapp etal.,2005). Such a diversity of factors determining the DSD shape 

makes the description of  in single- or double-moment bulk schemes extremely difficult.

Several methods have been suggested for diagnosing  in bulk schemes. In previous studies,  (or  , or 
 ) was commonly assumed to be correlated with the cloud droplet number concentration (  ) or the 

aerosol number concentration (  ), either positively (Grabowski, ) or negatively (Morrison & 1998

Grabowski,2007; Peng & Lohmann,2003; Rotstayn & Liu,2003; Thompson etal.,2008), based on aircraft 
observations (Squires,1958a; Squires,1958b; MacCready & Takeuchi, ; G. Martin etal.,1968 1994; Pawlows-
ka etal., ). To account for factors that explain those two opposite correlations between 2006  (or  , or  ) 

and  found in observations, Liu etal.( ) derived a diagnostic expression that considers the effect of 2006
the updraft speed (  ), based on classical condensational growth theory under adiabatic conditions. Later, 
Liu etal.( ) obtained an empirical relationship that describes the variations of DSD shape as a function 2008

of  the mean droplet mass based on observations. The expression for  developed by Khvorostyanov and 
Curry( ,1999 2008) from analytical solutions of the kinetic equation of stochastic condensation attempts to 
reproduce the variability in DSD shape observed inside different clouds. It predicts both an increase and a 

decrease in  with height depending on the balance among the effects of height above cloud base (  ), dy-
namics (updraft strength and turbulence), and adiabaticity. However, among many simplifications, they as-
sume that the variation of  with height does not depend on  , which might be a sufficient approxima-

tion for thin clouds only. Evaluating the expression of Khvorostyanov and Curry( ) using observations 1999
is subject to large uncertainty related to estimating the eddy diffusivity coefficient, and its implementation 
in models requires accurate estimations of the subgrid vertical velocity.

In general, defining  in terms of o lved quantities is uncertain, especially considering the 
high variability of observed  value iles ). In turn, these uncertainties impact the calculation 2000

of  microphysical process rates and erefo  evolution of  clouds in the simulations (e.g., Igel & van 
den Heever, ). For example, for cumu loud simulated with bulk microphysics using a kinematic 2017
framework, Morrison and Grabowsk ( ) ained a 2007  increase in cloud water path when  varied 

from  to  , considering  .
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The description of   is especially relevant for studies assessing the ef-
fects of  aerosol particles on clouds. Several observational and modeling 

studies suggested that the effects of  aerosol loading on  partially offset 
or enhance the aerosol second indirect effect, depending on the sign of  
the induced change in  (e.g., Liu & Daum, ; M.-L. Lu etal.,2002 2007; 

G. Martin etal., ; Pawlowska etal.,1994 2006; Yeom etal., ; Y. Wang 2019
etal.,2021). Chen etal.(2016); Chen, Liu, etal.(2018) showed that the 
classical theory of condensational growth in an adiabatic parcel predicts 

an increase and a decrease in spectral width with increasing  and 
height, respectively, in the aerosol-limited regime, as well as spectral 
narrowing and broadening with increasing  and height, respectively, 

in the updraft-limited regime. The aerosol- and updraft-limited regimes 
are defined according to the magnitude of the sensitivity of  to  and 

 by considering condensational growth in an adiabatic parcel (Reutter 

etal.,2009). Relatedly, C. Lu etal. ( ) showed that correlations be2020 -
tween  and the volume-mean radius may have opposite signs depending 
on whether or not condensation/evaporation and activation/deactivation 

occur concomitantly in an adiabatic parcel where collision-coalescence 
is negligible. On the other hand, the laboratory studies of Chandrakar 
etal.( ,2016 2018) showed that DSD width decreases as  increases con-

sidering condensation in a turbulent cloud, due to the reduction in super-
saturation (  ) fluctuations associated with a fast microphysics response.

Here we study the variability of  (or  ) in observations and numerical simulations of growing convective 
cumuli, taking into account changes in the background  . Simulations using a LES model with bin micro-

physics contribute to the analysis of the mechanisms responsible for the variability of  in cumulus clouds. 
Bulk-microphysics simulations illustrate the impact of improving the description of  on the evolution of 
the simulated cloud.

2. Observations

2.1. Sampling Strategy and Instrumentation

During September–October 2014 (dry season), the High Altitude and Long Range Research Aircraft (HALO) 
performed a series of research flights over the Amazon, during the field campaign “Aerosol, Cloud, Precip-
itation, and Radiation Interactions and Dynamics of  Convective Cloud Systems–Cloud Processes of  the 

Main Precipitation Systems in Brazil: A Contribution to Cloud-Resolving Modeling and to the Global Pre-
cipitation Measurement” (ACRIDICON-CHUVA, Machado etal.,2014; Wendisch etal., ). The aircraft 2016
observation strategies and flight patterns performed during ACRIDICON-CHUVA included probing aerosol 

particles below cloud base, as well as measuring cloud properties near the base and the top of growing con-
vective cumuli (Wendisch etal.,2016). Each flight focused on maritime, remote forest or deforested regions 
within or nearby the Amazon basin. To capture early stages of cumulus lifetime, the flights started close to 

local noon, when convection typically began in the region, during the campaign, and sampled clouds with 
no visible signs of precipitation below cloud base. A sensor system permanently installed at HALO (Basic 
Halo Measurement and Sensor System, BAHAMAS) provided basic aircraft position data and measure-

ments of the 3-D wind field (Mallaun etal., ), pressure, temperature, humidity, etc.2015

Here we use data f  sampled clouds in locations with s tions near 
the Amazon basin.   were obtained with a butanol-  c t ticle coun-
ter (nominal cutoff  si 0nm). In Wendisch etal.( ), th lig  ref  as “AC07”, 2016

“AC09”, “AC12”, “AC AC1 d “AC19”, respectively. AC07, AC12  AC easu ents belong 
to the Arc of  Deforest n, wh biomass burning and anthropogenic rces erated atively high 
average number conce ations aerosol particles below cloud base (   ). AC09 and 

AC18 sampled clouds i remote cations over the unperturbed rainforest, w ighly homogeneous sur-
face conditions and  below cloud base. Finally, AC19 was perfor d over the Atlantic ocean, 
near the mouth of the Amazon River, where  below cloud base was  . Table1, reproduced from 

Region Flight Name  (  )  (  )  (m)

Atlantic coast AC19 M1 465 119 550

Remote Amazon AC09 RA1 821 372 1125

AC18 RA2 744 408 1650

Arc of Deforestation AC07 AD1 2498 1579 1850

AC12 AD2 3057 2017 2140

AC13 AD3 4093 2263 2135

Note. The names in the third column have the following meaning: M1 
– Maritime 1; RA1 and RA2 – Remote Amazon 1 and Remote Amazon 
2; AD1, AD2, and AD3 – Arc of  Deforestation 1, Arc of Deforestation 2, 
and Arc of  Deforestation 3. Partial reproduction of  Table 1 in Cecchini, 
Machado, Wendisch, etal.(2017).

Table 1 
General Characteristics of the ACRIDICON-CHUVA Cloud Profiling 

Missions Referred in This Study: Aerosol Number Concentration 

(  ), Cloud Condensation Nuclei Number Concentration (  ) for 

Supersaturation  and Cloud Base Altitude (  )
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Cecchini, Machado, Wendisch, etal.( ), summarizes the main characteristics of these flights. For clar2017 -

ity, we rename flights AC07, AC12, AC13, AC09, AC18 and AC19 as “AD1”, “AD2”, “AD3”, “RA1”, “RA2” 
and “M1” respectively, as in Cecchini, Machado, Wendisch, etal.( ). AD, RA and M stand for “Arc of 2017
Deforestation”, “Remote Amazon” and “Maritime”, respectively.

The Cloud Combination Probe (CCP) carried by HALO provided measurements of  1Hz particle size dis-

tributions during the flights. The CCP employs a forward-scattering spectrometer, the Cloud Droplet Probe 
(CDP) (Lance etal.,2010), which measures particles with diameter between  m and  m, and a gray-
scale optical array probe (CIPg, Cloud Imaging Probe, Baumgardner etal., ; Molleker etal., ), for 2001 2014

particles with 25  m    m.

Measurements of particle size distributions are highly susceptible to uncertainties in determining both sizes 
and concentrations, which in turn depend on the estimation of flow-related magnitudes, optical properties 
of  the particles and characteristics of  the instruments, among others (e.g., Brenguier etal., ; Lance 2013

etal.,2010). For instance, errors in estimating the flow velocity as well as the sample area affect estimations 
of the sample volume and, as a consequence, the particle number concentration. On the other hand, rela-
tively small errors in the estimation of particle size and number concentration can have a significant impact 

on magnitudes derived from the particle size distribution, such as the liquid water content. Here, particle 
number concentrations under ambient conditions are derived from the CDP and CIPg measurements by 
applying a correction to the sample volumes that accounts for the compression of  the air upstream of the 

instruments (Weigel etal., ).2016

-Hz m ts analyzed he  spatial resolution of 00m, thus precluding 
sis of s le cloud variabi y, there is a trade-off be  the needs for studying 

s -scale par istributions and d dom statistical fluctuati f the counting process. 

As ming a Poi  probability distrib n, t ured particle number co tration has to exceed 16 
 and 0.04  , for the CDP and th IPg, s ively, to assure an uncerta y due to counting statis-

tics of less that  . For this estimate we onsid ed  aircraft velocity of 100m   , at a 1-Hz sampling rate, 

and reference sample volumes of 25  and   , for the CDP and the CIPg respectively (Baumgardner 
etal.,2011, Table1  therein). Uncertainties due to counting statistics are higher for size-binned particle 
number concentrations than for total number concentrations, especially for size intervals away from the 

mode. Additional analysis (not shown) indicates that the largest uncertainties associated with the counting 
process of the particles measured with the CIPg are found below the freezing level, while the largest uncer-
tainties related to the particles measured with the CDP are found above the freezing level.

For more details about the instrumentation and flight patterns during ACRIDICON-CHUVA, the reader is 

referred to Wendisch etal.( ).2016

2.2. General Characteristics of the Observations

Differences in surface characteristics am  AD, RA and M regions a rrelated with differences in 
atmospheric thermodynamic conditions ini, Machado, Wendisch, e ., ). Figure  illustrates 2017 1

the potential temperature (  ), water vapor g ratio (  ) and updraft spee  ) corresponding to in-cloud 
1Hz measurements during the six aforeme ned flights. The data shown i igure  was filtered by total 1
number concentration of particles measure ith the CDP larger than 16  (i.e., counting statistics un-

certainties smaller than  ), and   m   , to focus on the ascending part of the growing clouds. Cloud 
base altitude increases moving from maritime to land deforested conditions, likely due to differences in 
surface sensible and latent heat fluxes (Braga etal., ; Fisch etal., ). While the dispersion of the 2017 2004  

measurements remains nearly constant with altitude, the spread of   at a given level increases with alti-
tude, with up to  variation near  km. The spread of  at a certain altitude is likely associated with the 
presence of subsaturated regions inside the cloud due to entrainment and mixing.

F e2 illustrates the al distribution of bulk properties of the particle size distributions for the 1-Hz 

m urements of each fl . Only measurements with total particle number concentration larger than 16 
 for CDP and 0.04  for CIPg are displayed in the upper and lower panels, respectively (the choice 

of these thresholds is based on counting statistics, as discussed in Section ). Comparing M, RA and AD 2.1
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flights, it is evident that  is positively correlated with the number concentration of  particles measured 
with the CDP (Figure ), and negatively correlated with both the effective diameter of the CDP measure2a -

ments (Figure ) and the number concentration of the CIPg measurements (Figure ), as expected based 2b 2d
on the idea that high  limits warm rain production (Albrecht, ).1989

Water contents (i.e., mass concentrations) were calculated from the measured particle size distributions 
assuming spherical liquid droplets (Figures  and ). The adiabatic liquid water content derived from 2c 2f

cloud-base measurements in each case is represented by short-dashed lines. The deviation of the water con-
tent derived from CDP measurements with respect to the adiabatic liquid water content (  ) increases with 
altitude. Several factors might determine this behavior, including rain formation and entrainment-induced 

dilution and evaporation. An increase with altitude of the water content derived from CIPg measurements 
supports the former explanation. However, below the freezing level (note that the average location of  the 

Figure 1.  Vertical distribution of the measurements. Left panel: potential temperature (  ). Center panel: water vapor mixing ratio (  ). Ri t panel: updraft
speed (  ) and averaged horizontal components of the wind from flight RA1 (  ,  ). Dots represent 1Hz measurements filtered by   m   and   . 
The black lines represent cloud-free averages for the RA1 flight.

Figure 2.  Vertical distribution of the particle number concentration, effective diameter and water content for Cloud 
Droplet Probe (2.5  m   m) and CIPg (25  m   m) 1-Hz measurements. The horizontal dashed line 
represents the average altitude of the 0°C isotherm. The short-dashed lines in panel (c) represent the adiabatic liquid 
water content estimated from cloud base measurements for each flight.
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0°C isotherm is indicated by a horizontal dashed line at  -km altitude), the lues of  the water content 
derived from CIPg measurements are too low (generally smaller than 0.5g   ) to fully account for the 

differences between  and the water content of small particles measured with the CDP. Since larger par-
ticles have non-negligible fall velocities, evaluating rain production would require observations at several 
levels inside the clouds. ACRIDICON-CHUVA flights focused mainly on cloud tops and bases. The closer to 

cloud top the aircraft passed, the lower the chance of sampling precipitation particles coming from higher 
levels. Hence, the particles measured by CIPg (i.e., precipitation particles) were likely produced at, or very 
close to, the place of measurement. But the largest particles produced at this level may have already fallen, 

therefore not being captured in the measurements. In other words, in these observations, associating rain 
production with the differences between the water content derived from the CDP measurements and  is 
not straightforward. Nonetheless, the mere presence of large particles indicates that conversion from cloud 

droplets to rain/ice is, at least, one of the factors leading to deviation of the water content derived from the 
CDP measurements with respect to  .

Above the freezing level, there is a sudden increase in the water content and effective diameter of  CIPg 
particles, especially for RA clouds. This coincides with an increase in the frequency of occurrence of aspher-
ical particles, as reported by Cecchini, Machado, Wendisch, etal.( ) for the same flights shown here. 2017

For the measurements where aspherical particles are present, the liquid water content calculated is likely 
overestimated, due to neglecting the differences between the densities and the shapes of  liquid water and 
ice particles.

The following quantitative analyses focus on CDP measurements at   . Besides decreasing the impact 
of errors related to the misestimation of the shape and density of ice particles, by focusing on cloud penetra-

tions at   C, the overestimation of  particle number concentrations due to ice shattering is likely min-
imized. Droplet splashing is also expected to remain relatively unimportant here, given the small effective 
diameter of CIPg particles at   C (note that the probability of occurrence of droplet splashing increases 

with droplet size, e.g., Spanu etal., ). The CDP is less susceptible to particle shattering/splashing in gen2020 -
eral, compared to other spectrometers, owing to its aerodynamics design. Nevertheless, coincidence errors 
are still an important source of uncertainties for CDP measurements, which can lead to significant under-

counting, oversizing and DSD broadening, especially in polluted clouds (Lance, ; Lance etal., ).2012 2010

To improve the reliability of the DSD information obtained from CDP measurements (i.e., reduce the un-
certainty related to counting statistics, as discussed above), we employ averages of the 1-Hz data over 100-m 
and 250-m height intervals. Although small aspherical particles (2.5  m   m) were often detected 

in these measurements at   C (Cecchini, Machado, Wendisch, etal., ), it is unclear whether they 2017
constitute large aerosols or ice particles. Additional instruments, such as CAS–DPOL (Cloud and Aerosol 
Spectrometer with Detector for Polarization, Baumgardner etal., ) would be required to distinguish 2001

between spherical and aspherical particles with   m. CAS–DPOL measurements were collected dur-
ing ACRIDICON-CHUVA, but their spectral resolution is lower than that of CDP. Classifying the particles 
according to their shape and analyzing the uncertainties involved in this process is beyond the scope of this 

study. For simplicity, we will refer to particles measured by CDP as “droplets”.

2.3.  Variability of the DSD Shape

Figures3a1-3f1  the average  y 100m vertically for each flight; height above cloud base  
is represented by olor scale. He af all observations are filtered according to a mask defined by 

  C,  m   and   , de ed from the discussion in Sections2.1 2.2 and , and cloud-drop-

let water content (  ) larger than 0.1g   , chosen to define the cloud boundaries. Droplet growth and 
spectral broadening with increasing  are noticeable for all flights. The broadest DSDs tend to contain mul-
tiple modes, which is likely a result of  larger variability in individual 1Hz DSDs at more advanced stages 

of  cloud development. One of  the most remarkable differences among DSDs from the different flights is 
the number concentration of smaller particles close to cloud base. At the lowest levels, as  increases, the 
number concentration of droplets with  m increases several orders of magnitude, thus resulting in 

broader DSDs near cloud base in the flights performed under polluted conditions compared to the flights in 
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relatively clean environments. This is consistent with the results of Yeom etal.( ), for observations of 2019
shallow cumuli over the Amazon during the local wet (low  ) and dry (high  ) seasons.

The relationship of  DSD shape to  ,  and  from ACRIDICON-CHUVA measurements was studied by 

Cecchini, Machado, Andreae, etal.( ) and Braga etal.( ). Here we extend their analysis to explore 2017 2017
more details of the DSD variability. To provide some context, we first illustrate some aspects discussed by 
Cecchini, Machado, Andreae, etal.( ). In their study, no strong correlation was found between 2017  (in 

updrafts) and  , therefore we initially focus on the variability of  with respect to  and  .

Cecchini, Machado, Andreae, etal.( ) showed that, for the flights in cleaner conditions, the DSD shape 2017
varies much more with  (which is considered as a proxy for cloud development) than for the polluted cases. 
They also concluded that the correlation between  and  changes sign above  m. To complement 

their analysis, we show vertical profiles of  ,  and  for the 100-m height average DSDs (Figures3a2–3f2). 
Figures3a2 and3d2 show that  is negatively correlated with  for a given  . On the other hand,  and 

Figure 3.  Upper panels (a1–f1): Average droplet size distributions (DSDs) every 100m depth for each flight. The color 
scale represents height above cloud base (  ). Lower panels (a2–f2): Mean diameter (  ), standard deviation of the 
diameter (  ) and relative dispersion (  ) corresponding to the 100-m depth averaged DSDs. Panels (d2–f2) show a zoom 
on the lower 1km above cloud base.
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 are positively correlated near cloud base but negatively correlated at other levels (Figu  and2 3e2). 

This behavior is associated with different rates of change of  with  , depending on  , i.e.,
h N

 decreases 

as  increases. A faster rate of increase of  with  in clouds evolving in clean environments is consistent 

with more efficient DSD broadening and earlier rain initiation. Different trends of  and  with increasing 
 explain large differences in  among the flights close to the cloud base (Figure ), with 3f2  increasing by 

at least  from clean to polluted cases at the lowest level. Taking the derivative of  with respect to 

 , we see that the condition fo




Na

 to be positive (i.e.,  increases with increasing  at a given  ) is that 




N D

D

Na m

m

a

 , which holds for 



D

N

m

a

 and 



Na

0  at cloud base. Increasing  with increasing 

 at cloud base is in agreement with Chen etal.( ). As Chen etal.( ) pointed out, DSD narrowing 2016 2016
from condensational growth slows down as  increases in the aerosol-limited regime (Reutter etal.,2009), 

owing to the reduction in supersaturation compared to more pristine situations. However, their analysis 
applied condensational growth theory in an adiabatic parcel at the level of maximum  . Therefore, this 
mechanism cannot simply be extrapolated to other levels inside clouds, where additional mechanisms, such 

as collision-coalescence and entrainment/mixing, likely play important roles. In fact, for the observations 
analyzed here there is no clear relationship between the average  at each level above cloud base and  
(Figure ).3c2

2.3.1. Inferred DSD Broadening Mechanisms

To illustrate the variability of  DSD shape in the observations further, we calculated the average of   for 
250-m intervals in  and intervals of 0.5 in /  (Figures ). Since the ACRIDICON-CHUVA flights 4a1–4f1

intentionally avoided clouds with signs of precipitation below their bases, it is reasonable to regard  as 
a proxy for the adiabaticity of the cloud near cloud base, with  deviating from  in cloud areas that un-
derwent mixing with the environment. The increase of  with increasing  at cloud base discussed above 

is even more evident at high /  values, i.e., within nearly undiluted clo d cores. In the lowest 250m,  
increases by  from the M and RA flights to the AD flights, for / 0.  , while the increase is only 

 for / 0 .  . Thus, it follows that the variability of  the flight-averaged  at cloud base described 

above is mainly determined by adiabatic processes, which likely explains the consistency with the analysis 
of Chen etal.( ).2016

Figures4 that, for lower values of  (flights M1, RA1 d RA2),  to increase as /  
decreases  of  , with  being generally larger than 0.3 for / 0. milar tendency was 

reported b  ( ) for observations of  Amazonian wet-season shallo muli. This behavior 2019
could be as ed h DSD broadening due to the mixing of droplets undergoi ifferent paths inside 
the cloud ( he dy-hopping” mechanism, Cooper, ; Grabowski & Aba , ; Lasher-Trapp 1989 2017

etal.,2005) cific y involving mixing of DSDs from parcels that experienced dif rent levels of dilution 
(hence the l r rati /  ). However, other processes can simultaneously decrease /  and broaden the 
DSDs. In par ular, as rates of collision-coalescence increase, which are mainly proportional to  for a given 

 (Freud & osenfeld, ), the DSD width increases and rain drops are eventually produced, leading to 2012
a decrease in /  (keeping in mind  is the  not  liquid water content).cloud total

Overall,  appears to be less correlated with /  and  above cloud base for the AD flights (Figures4d1–
4f1), consistent with the delayed rain development in polluted clouds. Nevertheless, the DSDs are still fairly 

broad in these cases, with  reaching values larger than 0.3 at most levels. A weak correlation between  and 
/  was also found by Yeom etal.( ) for shallow cumuli developed under polluted conditions during 2019

the Amazonian dry season. A relatively uniform profile of  above cloud base could result from compensa-

tion between the increase of  by “eddy-hopping” DSD broadening (larger  ) and the decrease of  by droplet 
growth (larger  ). In these cases where the DSD broadening effect associated with collision-coalescence is 
weak, fairly large  values could also be explained by in-cloud (often referred to as “secondary”) droplet acti-

vation, which broadens DSDs toward smaller sizes. Since activation generally (though not always) increases 
 but does not by itself  modify  , this may potentially explain why the correlation between  and /  is 
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weaker in the polluted compared to pristine clouds (where the latter is dominated by collision-coalescence). 
Note that secondary activation can occur in both diluted (i.e., through entrainment) and highly undiluted 
cloudy regions (Chandrakar etal., ; Hoffmann etal.,2021 2015). According to the observations described by 

Yeom etal.( ), for Amazonian shallow cumuli developed under polluted conditions, droplet activation 2019
in entrainment regions is more likely to occur compared to clouds in cleaner environments, presumably 
associated with an enhanced presence of large inorganic aerosols in the former case. Activation in highly 

undiluted cloudy regions depends on the transport of unactivated aerosol particles from cloud base and on 
the occurrence of  high in-cloud  . In the cloud-core,  can increase with height above cloud base owing 
to both the acceleration of  updrafts and the increase in the phase relaxation time scale associated with a 

reduction of  by collision-coalescence (e.g., Hernández Pardo etal.,2020; Pinsky & Khain,2002). Analysis 

Figure 4.  erages of the relative dispersion (  , a1–f1) and the differen e between the sizes of the  and  
percentiles (  , a2–f2) of the droplet size distribution, for 250-m  and 5. q/  intervals in the observations.
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of the relationship between  and the DSD shape for small intervals of /  in the next section and the bin 
model simulations in Section  suggests the role of secondary activation on DSD broadening here.3.3

These re  that n cti hanges in /  hinders important details of the relationship between 
aerosol l d DSD dth. n increase in cloud dilution with  as a consequence of  entrainment 

and mixi ll as dec asing  via rain production, likely explains the relatively low number of  ob-
servation gh /  / 0.  ) above cloud base. Although the existence of  undiluted or nearly 
undiluted ive cloud cores has been reported by several observational studies (e.g., Khain etal.,2013, 

and referen erein), if any undiluted cloud cores occurred in the cases here they would likely be missed 
since the cl  were mainly sampled by the cloud-top (or base) aircraft penetrations. In Section , the 3.3
relationship /  is investigated, including for high /  values above cloud base, based on idealized 

bin-microphysics simulations.

To focus ght (larg ail the DSD, we cal he difference between the sizes of the  
and  es of the  Figures4a2–4f2 te the distribution of the average values of 

 as a n of  /   ,  tends to er for smaller /  , especially in the clean 

cases, but   ,  is y correlated with l cases. Consistent with the well established 
effect of  ae s on warm ction (Albrecht, the maximum values of  19  are negatively 
correlated wi  .  is b  c elated with  in the RA1 and RA2 flights than in the AD flights, 

indicating tha e distributio   i the former cases is asso iated with DSD broadening toward large drop 
sizes. In the A  flights, the tre s of  across the space of ;h/  differ from those of  . Furthermore, 
lower values of  in the pol ted flights, especially AD2 and AD3, suggest that the relatively large  val-

ues across most of the space of ;h/  for these cases are associated with broadening to small drop sizes, 
i.e., droplet activation.

In summary, the ces in the variability of  and  above base between the observations in 
cleaner and pollu ironments could be explained by two main dening mechanisms: collision-co-
alescence and sec y droplet activation. Turbulent mixing of  pa ls that experienced different paths 

within the cloud (i eddy-hopping”) also likely contributed to DSD roadening. In clean clouds, droplet 
growth by collision- alescence may have dominated, increasing  and  with increasing  while simul-
taneously decreasing /  through conversion to rain. In polluted clouds, the effect of secondary activation 

may have prevailed over collision-coalescence, as suggested by the highly uniform distribution of relatively 
large values of   (  ) and relatively low values of   (  m) at most values of   . To explore these 
hypotheses, in Section  we analyze the mechanisms determining the variability of  DSD shape in bin 3.3

microphysics simulations for different values of  .

2.4. Parameterization of the DSD Shape-Parameter

If  the DSD follows a gamma distribution, then the ratio /  is related to     ). Here we 

calculated  using the method of m ents, specificall m th roth, second and third mom nts, as in 
Cecchini, Machado, Wendisch, etal. ). Figure  il rates t  variations of 2017 5  depending on /  and 

 , where  was averaged for inter als of   and ( )/ 0  , for visualization. As expected, the 

largest values of  are found at high /  .

As discussed in the previous section, negative correlations between  and /  ( e cor tions be-
tween  and /  ) respond primarily to enhanced rain production in the clean  while  polluted 
clouds, rain production is limited and the variability of   (  ) is less related to cha  in /  The role 

of  droplet activation is suggested by the relationship between  and  . For / 0 5.  e cleaner 
cases, and for most /  values in the most polluted cases (AD2, AD3),  is inversely related  overall, 
consistent with the  of  droplet activation in broadening the DSDs toward the left (smal ide of  the 

size spectrum. Note t t collision-coalescence alone reduces  as well as  , so the decrease  with in-
creasing  for a given /  is likely related to cloud droplet formation. Droplet activation at lo /  may 
occur in ascending diluted cloud areas, associated with the entrainment of  aerosols and the local increase 

in  caused by the dilution-induced reduction of   , and also in undiluted regions of  the cloud where 
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/  is reduced by rain formation. In the highly undiluted cloud core, collision-coalescence  increase  
locally by decreasing  , resulting in the activation of aerosols ascending from cloud base (Her ndez Pardo 
etal.,2020). Thus, there can exist favorable conditions for secondary droplet activation at low /  , either 

related to dilution or to the reduction in  due to rain formation in undiluted areas, in both clean clouds 
and polluted clouds.

For the co m ACRIDICON-CHU bulk para rizat s that diagnose  
as inversely a  ly for limited ranges /  and  / 0 5.  or  

 ). In clea osi elated with  overall hen the full range of /  is considered. 

In order to an tial osing  from  and/or /  , we fitted  as a linear function of  
(  ) and / ly, as a power law depending on both /  and  simultaneously (  ). 
All fitting  based o  of 1-Hz observations, with fit parameters calculated separately for 

clean (M1,   polluted 2, AD3) and transition (AD1) aerosol conditions. Results are sum-
marized in Fig   shows s tter plots of parameterized 6  against observed  for each aerosol re-
gime. For the cases,  is a bette  approximation to  compared to  , with an increase of  in the 

root-mean-squ rror (RMSE) from  to  . For polluted cases,  and  give similar RMSE. In all cases, 
no gain is obtai  by considering both /  and  in a power law functional relationship (  ). Therefore, 
we conclude tha /  is better for describing the variability of  in these observations than  , at least for 

the functional relationships tested here. Additional tests using N /  (Liu etal., ) instead of 2008  did not 
improve these results (not shown).

To represent the variations in the slope of the linear function that relates  /  for different ae sol 
conditions, we derived  , which varies the coefficients  and  as a functio  (see Table2). For  , 

the  and  coefficients were obtained by fitting a function (linear or power l espectively) to the data 
set formed by the corresponding parameter (  or  , respectively) from each flight  fits and  . Figure 7 
illustrates the performance of  this formulation compared to the parameterizations of  Grabowski (1998); 

Rotstayn and Liu(2003); Thompson etal.(2008); Morrison etal.( ) and Geoffroy etal.( ) (Table2009 2010 3). 
Despite the large scatter of  around the  line from the actual  , it reduces the RMSE up to  times 
compared to the other parameterizations. Figure  shows that the biggest improvements introduced by 7  

are for larger values of  . This is especially important for representing rain initiation in bulk models with 
autoconversion formulations that depend on  . Averaging over relatively long distances (typically from tens 
to hundreds, even thousands of  meters) often results in broader DSD compared to local ones (e.g., Khain 

Figure 5.  Averages of the cloud droplet number concentration (  ) for intervals of five units of  and 0.1 units of q/  
in the observations.
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etal.,2015), therefore decreasing the likelihood of  finding large values of  in observations. Nevertheless, 
values of  up to  have been previously reported in the literature (e.g., Igel & van den Heever, , and 2017

references therein), in agreement with the observations shown here.

In summary, results from the ACRIDICON-CHUVA observations provide interesting insights into the mi-
crophysical characteristics of Amazonian clouds. Specifically, we have shown that the spatial variability of  
DSD widths can be approximated as a function of /  , especially in clean clouds, presumably due to the 

predominance of  collision-coalescence which broadens the DSDs while also decreasing  . However, the 
lack of observations closer to the center of mass of the clouds limits the scope of these conclusions. In the 
next section, we discuss results from simulations of  an idealized cumulus cloud to complement the obser-

vational analysis.

3. Simulations

Here we present the results of idealized simulations of a single convective 
cloud, using a LES configuration of the Weather Research and Forecast-

ing (WRF) model (Skamarock etal., ). Unless specified, all model 2008
configurations are the same as the 3D simulations described in Hernán-
dez Pardo etal.( ).2020

3.1. Model Description

The model horizontal domain comprises 40km  km (  ) with open 

lateral boundary conditions. The top of the model vertical grid is located 
at 10km height, with a 3-km damping layer. The horizontal grid-spac-
ing is 100m, which is approximately equivalent to the displacement of  

HALO in 1s (i.e., 1-Hz observations in Section ). Therefore, the infor2 -
mation from both the model and the observations refers to similar spatial 
scales. The vertical grid-spacing varies from  m at the bottom of the 

Clean Transition Polluted

 2 a

3
c

c

q
a N

q

 4 a b  

 

  

2 
Fi Functions Rel ng the Shape Parameter (  ) With  and/or q/  for h Aerosol Regime in the Observations: 

Cl  (   , Flights M1, RA1 and RA2), Transition (   , Flight AD1), and Polluted (  

 , Flights AD2 and AD3)

Reference Expression

Grabowski( )1998
   2

0.1 46 5.9 64 10 ln c

Rotstayn and Liu( )2003

Thompson etal.( )2008
 

Morrison etal.( )2009

Geoffroy etal.( )2010

Note.  and  represent the plet number concentration in  , and 
the cloud water content in g   , respectively.

Table 3 
Parameterizations for the Relative Dispersion (  )/Shape Parameter (  ) 

Illustrated in Figure7
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domain to  m right below the damping layer. Convection is initiated by applying a  -K  perturbation 
bubble (4-km horizontal- and 1.5-km vertical-axis length) at the center of the horizontal domain, at 1.5-km 
altitude. To spin up turbulent motions, small random perturbations (  K) are added to the initial  field 

in the lower one third of the vertical domain.

As initial conditions, we employ the averaged profiles of  ,  and the horizontal components of the wind 
(  and  ) measured outside of the clouds (no cloud or rain drops present) in the RA1 flight. These profiles 
are represented by black lines in Figure . The initial values of 1  and  were assumed to be constant with 

height from the surface to cloud base, to roughly mimic a well-mixed boundary layer. The initial  and  
were assumed to be equal to zero at the surface, and increasing linearly from the surface to the cloud base.

We discuss results using two different microphysics schemes, the Tel Aviv University (TAU) two-moment 
bin microphysics scheme (Feingold etal.,1988; Stevens, Feingold, etal.,1996; Tzivion etal.,1987,1989) and 

the two-moment bulk microphysics scheme of Morrison etal. (2009, M09 hereinafter).

The TAU scheme includes only warm phase processes. The DSD is divided into 35 mass-doubling bins 
with radii ranging between 1.56  m and 5080  m, approximately. To calculate the diffusional growth and 

Figure 6.  Scatterplots of observe sus paramete ed shape parameter (  ) using the relationships specif  in 
Table  for each aerosol regime: cl  ( 2    , flights M1, RA1 and RA2), transition (    , flight 
AD1), and polluted (    , flights AD2 and AD3).

Figure 7.  Scatterplot of observed versus parameterized shape parameter (  ) using the  relationship defined in 
Table  and the parameterizations specified in Table .2 3
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evaporation of droplets, the top-hat method of moments from Stevens, Feingold, etal.( ) is employed. 1996
Solute and curvature effects on cloud droplet growth are neglected. The method of  moments is used to 

compute mass and number mixing ratios in each size bin resulting from collision-coalescence (Feingold 
etal.,1988; Tzivion etal.,1987). Turbulent enhancement of collisions is not considered in the calculations 
of collision-coalescence here.

In the bin microphysics scheme, aerosol particles are assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the 

model domain at  , following a log-normal size distribution. According to ACRIDICON-CHUVA (flight 
RA1) measurements below cloud base, the geometric mean radius and geometric standard deviation are 
specified as 0.07  m and 1.5, respectively. We assume that the hygroscopicity of the aerosols (  ) is equal 

to 0.1, based on previous studies of  aerosol properties over the Amazon (Gunthe etal., ; S. T. Martin 2009
etal.,2010; Pöhlker etal., ). The hygroscopicity parameter here corresponds to the 2016  parameter in 
Hudson and Da( ), which is a particular case of the 1996  parameter in Petters and Kreidenweis(2007). The 

aerosol particle size distribution (PSD) is represented by a set of 19 bins, for radii between 0.0076  m and 
7.6  m (Kogan, 1991). This way, the PSD is allowed to vary through activation and advection, but aerosol 
replenishment is neglected. Since aerosol particles in the larger-sizes tail of the PSD are removed after acti-

vation, there is generally less secondary activation for a given supersaturation compared to approaches that 
assume a fixed log-normal PSD without explicitly tracking aerosols. This prevents artificial enhancement 
of the collision-coalescence-activation feedback, whereby the decrease of  after collision-coalescence in-

creases the supersaturation, which allows secondary activation, broadening the DSD and further strength-
ening collision-coalescence (e.g., Hernández Pardo etal., ).2020

Particles with radii larger than a critical radius (  ), for a given temperature (  ) and  , are instantaneously 
activated. According to Köhler theory:

 

3

3
2

4
with wA M

A  (2)

where  is the surface tension of the solution/air interface,  is the molecular weight of water,  is the 
universal gas constant and  is the density of  liquid water. All newly activated droplets are assumed to 
acquire a radius of   m, thus we do not explore the effects of large aerosol and giant cloud condensation 

nuclei.

The original bulk parameterization of M09 predicts mass and number mixing ratios of rain drops, cloud ice, 
snow and graupel/hail, but ice-phase processes are neglected in this study. Cloud droplets are represented 
by a gamma distribution, with  depending on the (constant) value of   , following the obser-

vations of  G. Martin etal.( ) (Table ). The condensation/evaporation rates are calculated assuming 1994 3
saturation adjustment. For parameterizing collision-coalescence processes (i.e., autoconversion, accretion 
and self-collection of rain drops), the method of Khairoutdinov and Kogan( , KK00) is employed. KK00 2000

fitted power-law expressions for the rates of autoconversion, accretion and rain self-collection, depending 
on  ,  , the rain water content (  ) and the rain drop number concentration, based on bin-microphysics 
simulations of stratocumulus. Note that the method of KK00 does not depend explicitly on  . In order to 

assess the effects of  in the rate of collision-coalescence, we calculated offline rates of autoconversion, ac-
cretion and self-collection of both cloud droplets and rain drops following Seifert and Beheng( , SB06). 2006
In contrast to the KK00 scheme, the theoretical expressions derived by SB06 (and references therein) for the 

autoconversion and droplet self-collection rates do depend explicitly on  .

The bin microphysics simulations are employed to extend our analysis of  the observed  rela-
tionship to include more levels inside the cloud, taking advantage of  the information the model provides 
regarding microphysical process rates throughout the cloud. The bulk microphysics scheme is used to illus-

trate the effect of  the fitted  expression on the calculation of  bulk processes rates, compared to 
the original M09 scheme.

3.2. General Characteristics of the Simulations

The nomenclature used for each simulation is shown in Table . Each simulation is identified by the type 4

of microphysics scheme used (i.e., BIN or BULK), followed by one or two subscripts. For BIN, the subscript 
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represents the value of   assumed at  (  when   and  when   ). For 

BULK, the first subscript indicates the approach emplo  to diagnose  (  for the original M09 approach, 
 for the expression fitted from the observations here, i.e.,  ). The second subscript indicates the specified 

constant droplet concentration  . We defined   and   for  and  , 

respectively, based on the values of  predicted in the BIN simulations (see Figure9). Whenever a subscript 
is missing, it means that we are referring to both options of the corresponding subscript. Note that, although 
activation is not predicted in the bulk scheme here, the effects of varying  are implicit in the value of  

assumed in each case.

Figure8 shows cross sections of   averaged over the  direction in simulations with   and 
  (corresponding to   and   , respectively, for simulations using 

the bulk scheme), using the bin and bulk approaches, as specified in Table . Specific thresholds of  the 4

average  are represented by black contours in the figure. Hereinafter, we consider a diameter of   m 
as the threshold separating cloud droplets from rain drops in the analysis of  the BIN simulations, similar 
to the observations. As a result of having the same thermodynamic background, the shape and size of  the 

clouds in different simulations are similar at each displayed time, at least up to  min. From  min 
on, differences in rain production lead to changes in the structure of the clouds among simulations. Rain 
production is much faster in BULK than in BIN simulations. Nevertheless, in both BIN and BULK, changes 

in the time of rain initiation reveal the changes in  between cleaner and more polluted simulations. Av-
erage cross-sections of  in the BIN simulations are shown in Figure9. Maximum values of  in  are 
at least two times the maxima in  . Correspondingly, rain develops earlier in the latter. At  min,  

exceeds 3g   in the upper half of the cloud in  , while values are generally less than 1g   in  . 
At  min, a similar difference is evident between  and  .

Overall, the impact of changing the  approach between  and  is very small (Figure8). This 
is mostly explained by the fact that the KK00 method for estimating collision-coalescence (via autoconver-

sion, accretion, and rain drops self-collection) does not depend on  . In Section , we discuss the effect of 3.4
 on the rate of collision-coalescence diagnosed following SB06.

3.3.  Variability of the DSD Shape in the Bin Microphysics Simulations

Figure10 illustrates values of  along a single cross-section through the center of the domain (  -km) in 

the  and  simulations. Small oscillations in values of  less than  are evident inside the cloud 
at all times. This is likely related to advection, such as the non-conservation of  integral quantities of the 
DSDs when binned quantities are advected individually in Eulerian models (Ovtchinnikov & Easter,2009). 

However, the range of variation of  is far greater than the amplitude of these oscillations. At earlier simu-
lation times (  min), larger values of  (  ) are located near the base and the top of the cloud. As the 
cloud develops, values of  also appear in areas affected by entrainment and mixing near the lateral 

edges of the cloud.

Isolines of equivalent potential temperature (  ) equal to 343 and 346K are represented by black continu-
ous contours in Figure . Since 10  is nearly conserved in moist adiabatic motion, it can be used to analyze 
the degree of  dilution of  parcels rising from cloud base (i.e., smaller  implies greater dilution because 

mid-tropospheric  is smaller than  at cloud base). It is seen that, at earlier times of cloud development, 
most of the cloud area is encompassed by the 346-K isoline (see first and second rows in Figure ). How10 -

Type   

Bin

Type  approach   

Bulk  as in M09

Table 4 
Nomenclature Used for the Simulations
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ever, at  min a co siderable fraction of the cloud n the downshear side of the cloud at altitudes 

between  km has  K, indicating the effec entrainment and dilution. Intense dilution in 
downshear areas of cumulus clouds has been previously orted in the literature (e.g., Rogers etal.,1985; 
Vaillancourt etal.,1997), related to the interaction of the ermal toroidal circulation with the surrounding 

wind shear (e.g., Damiani & Vali,2007; Y. Wang & Geerts 2013; Zhao & Austin, ). Relatively large val2005 -
ues of  (  ) occurring very close to the position of the  K isoline at  min suggests the role 
of DSD broadening due to mixing of droplets that experienced contrasting levels of dilution.

Note that cloud “dilution” here refers to the mixing of  the cloudy air with environmental air regardless 

of  the ratio of  the microphysical response timescale to the mixing timescale (i.e., homogeneous vs. inho-
mogeneous mixing). Several studies have shown that, depending on the initial shape of  the DSD and the 
inhomogeneity of  entrainment-mixing events, evaporation can have different effects on the DSDs (e.g., 

Bera etal., ; Guo etal., ; Korolev etal.,2016 2018 2016; Kumar etal.,2018; C. Lu etal.,2013; Luo etal.,2020; 
Pinsky & Khain, ; Pinsky, Khain, & Korolev, ; Pinsky, Khain, Korolev, & Magaritz-Ronen,2018 2016 2016). 
However, LES models are not able to fully resolve the details of entrainment and mixing, since it depends 

Figure 8.  Cross s ns of cloud water content (  , color scale), rain water content (  , thresholds of 1g   , 2g   and 3g   are represented by thin-
continuous-black c ours, dashed-black contours and thick-continuous-black contours, respectively) and wind velocity (vectors) averaged over the  direction 
at various times (ro ) in different simulations (columns). Averages in cloudy areas of the cross sections include only points at which the liquid water content is 
greater than 0.1g   . The area enclosed between purple lines corresponds to average temperatures between    C and 0°C.
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on turbulent structures all the way down to the Kolmogorov scale. Kumar 
etal.(2018) found a strong dependence of  the value of   resulting after 

entrainment and mixing on the range of scales represented in Direct Nu-
merical Simulations of a turbulent flow. The 10-Hz (i.e.,  -m long flight 
paths) measurements reported by Yeom etal.( ) suggest the predom2019 -

inance of homogeneous entrainment-mixing in Amazonian shallow cu-
muli. Nonetheless, independently of  the direct effect of  mixing on the 
DSDs, the decrease of  by dilution increases the phase relaxation time 

scale (excluding effects of  secondary droplet activation), subsequently 
increasing the local supersaturation and, as a consequence, the conden-
sational growth rate. The mixing of parcels that experienced different de-

grees of  dilution, and therefore, different condensational growth rates, 
results in broader DSDs. A more detailed assessment of  such effects in 
similar simulations (but neglecting the environment wind shear) is pre-

sented in Hernández Pardo etal.( ).2020

At  min, most of  the cloud area has  K, indic  exten-

sive dilution throughout the cloud, and the largest values of located 
near the cloud top (  km altitude), consistent with rain in ation at 
higher levels inside the cloud. At this time, in  , the largest alues of 

 are mainly found within the most diluted areas (i.e., areas with  
K) near the cloud top. In contrast, at  min in  , large  values  
(  ) are also common within the area encompassed by the 343-K iso-

line, i.e., relatively undiluted cloudy regions. This is consistent with en-
hanced rain production in the clean case, since collision-coalescence 
itself  can lead to DSD broadening even in areas that are relatively undi-

luted. For a clean cumulus cloud simulated with a similar set-up as in this 
study, Hernández Pardo etal.( ) showed that collision-coalescence is 2020
primarily triggered in nearly undiluted cloud cores associated with rela-

tively high  compared to more diluted cloud regions, in agreement with 
Khain etal.( ).2013

For c cy wi  t bservatio nalysis, here fter we use only 
the fi in of t e ulations, be e the cloud ro  above the freez-

ing level, and consider o  points  g   and  m   . To limit the ef-

fects of the oscillations in shape m ned abo riability of  and  , we coarse-grained 
the model output by simpl lculating mean DS ic boxes consisting of   grid points 
throughout the domain. Clo -free grid p ts are negle  averaging the DSDs in the boxes. Figure11 

illustrates the values of  and  corresp nding to the ean DSDs over 500-m  and  inter-
vals. In both clean and polluted situations,  tends to inc e with decreasing  , except at cloud base 
(Figures11a and11c). The role of collision coalescence a  rain production on the distribution of  in the 

 space is inferred by the values of  . Values of   m above 3-km depth (Figures  11b
d) coincide with the largest  values (  ) in Figures  and . This indicates that, as 11a 11c  increases, 

t SDs are broadened toward the right side of  the size spectrum, leading to rain production and thus 

d asing  . Accordingly, the largest differences between the  and  simulations are found 
at e highest cloud levels. Less efficient conversion from cloud water to rain explains why large values of  
and  (i.e., wide DSDs) occur over a wider range of  in  compared to  .

The pattern of  fairly large the observations for the polluted cases, coinciding with smaller  com-

pared to the clean cases, su sts DSD broadening toward small sizes due to enhanced secondary droplet 
activation. This is to some tent reproduced by the model. Note that  values reach similar maxima in 

 and  . In contrast the maximum value of   is smaller in  than in  , and the height 

above cloud base  at which  surpasses a certain value (e.g., 20  m) increases from  to  . This 
indicates that, at a given  , the contribution of larger droplets to  decreases as  increases. Therefore, an 
increase of  is mostly associated with an enhancement in the amount of small drops in high-  conditions, 

Figu .  Similar to Figure  but for the average numbe oncent tions 8
of clo  droplets (filled contours) and rain drops (0.1  , 0.3  and 
0.5  black contours) in the BIN simulations.
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in agreement with the observations. Additional analysis for individual 
simulation times (not shown) indicates that this mechanism is accentu-

ated near cloud top, which likely explains its occurrence in the observa-
tions. On the other hand, the values of  at cloud base in the simulations 
are insensitive to  , in contrast to the observations. This might be related 

to neglecting the solute and curvature effects in the condensation calcula-
tions, or assuming the same PSD shape (i.e., same geometric mean radius 
and geometric standard deviation, only varying the total number concen-

tration) and  for aerosol in both  and  . As shown by Pöhlker 
etal.( ,2016 2018), changes in  over the Amazon are associated with 
different aerosol sources, and thus likely the aerosol particle populations 

have different size and chemical properties as well. A potentially key fac-
tor is that all new drops are assumed to have a radius of   m (i.e., the 
smaller bin of the DSD in the model). This may limit the sensitivity of the 

DSD to changes in the PSD shape in the model.

3.3.1. DSD Broadening Mechanisms

Figure12  shows the average rate of  collision-coalescence (CCrate), ac-
tivation (ACTrate) and condensation (CONDrate) as a function of  and 

/  in the bin simulations, considering model results up to  min. 

CCrate approximately represents the total number concentration of drop-
lets (   m) undergoing collision-coalescence per second. In prac-
tice, CCrate is calculated as the sum of  the loss term of  the smaller 14 

bins of the DSD, due to collision-coalescence. ACTrate is the ratio of the 
total number concentration of droplets activated per second to  . CON-
Drate indicates the rate of change of the mean droplet size due to diffu-

sion of water vapor to/from cloud droplets. It is seen that CCrate behaves 
similarly in the  and  simulations, with a maximum at large 

/  values and relatively high  , but the magnitude is much larger in 

 than  . Examination of CCrate provides further support for the 
mechanism mentioned earlier, in which the increase in rain production 
in nearly undiluted cloud core regions leads to the occurrence of broad-

er DSDs at low /  values, depending on  . As collision-coalescence 
increases with increasing  , the consequent reduction in  increases  , 
subsequently enhancing droplet activation and condensational growth 

too. Despite the differences in the intensity of CCrate between  and 
 , large ACTrate and CONDrate values occur over a wide range of  

/  above  km, in both simulations. This suggests the role of cloud dilution, in addition to colli-

sion-coalescence, in decreasing  and therefore increasing  in the upper areas of  the cloud. In general, 
large values of  ACTrate and low values of  CCrate in  are consistent with an enhanced contribution 
of smaller droplets to increases in  in this case, as discussed above. Large values of CONDrate at specific 

locations within the cloud also contribute to creating the conditions for “eddy-hopping” DSD broadening by 
accentuating differences in droplet size among different parcels (e.g., Hernández Pardo etal., ).2020

Our analysis of  the simulations supports the idea that  increases with decreasing /  either due to en-
trainment, dilution and mixing near the cloud edges, and/or rain production in nearly undiluted cloud 

cores. However, the dependence of  on  is stronger in the simulations than in the observations (Figure4 
vs. Figure ), with 11  being larger above and smaller below  km in the model than in the observations. 
The underestimation of   at low  in the model could be associated with an under-representation of  en-

trainment and dilution during early cloud stages and at low levels above cloud base. Mixing of  parcels 
undergoing different condensation/activation paths can lead to DSD broadening in clouds (Cooper,1989; 
Grabowski & Abade, ; Lasher-Trapp etal., ). Thus, increased mixing at levels near cloud base 2017 2005

could improve comparison with the observations. On the other hand, the overestimation of   at  km 
in the model could be related to excessive collision-coalescence, which leads to DSD broadening toward 
large droplet sizes and also toward small sizes through its feedback on the rate of  droplet activation (i.e., 

Figure 10.  Relative dispersion (  , color scale) and wind velocity (vectors) 
at the  km cross-section in the BIN simulations. The thick and thin 
black contour lines represent isolines of equivalent potential temperature 
(  ) equal to 343 and 346K, respectively.
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collision-coalescence decreases  , thus increasing  ). An underestima-
tion of the supersaturation maximum at cloud base may cause an overes-

timation of the amount of unactivated aerosols in the cloud core, which 
in turn may lead to an overestimation of  the rate of  in-cloud activation. 
As shown in Morrison and Grabowski( ), increasing the vertical grid 2008

spacing from 2 to 50m can reduce the cloud-base supersaturation max-
imum by almost one-half. This is more critical in polluted conditions, 
where the maximum supersaturation occurs closer to the cloud base, 

because of  the shorter phase relaxation time scale compared to clean-
er clouds. The generation of  high supersaturation at cloud top due to 
the separate advection of temperature and water vapor (Grabowski & 

Morrison, 2008; Stevens, Walko, et al., ), with contributions from 1996
evaporation as the cloud edge advects into non-cloudy grid cells (Hoff-
mann,2016), may enhance in-cloud droplet activation as well. However, 
similar to Hernández Pardo etal.( ), this mechanism appears to be 2020

negligible here, since sharp peaks of the supersaturation are not system-
atically evident at cloud-top in these simulations. Scarce measurements 
in nearly undiluted cloud areas might be another factor explaining differ-

ences in  between the model and observations.

Alth ocesses typical of cumulus clouds explain the clear 
corre DSD shape and the degree of  deviation of   from 

 , at rosol conditions, expressing  (or  ) as a function of 
/  invol s significant uncertainties. the BIN simulations suggest hat the correlation be-

tween  and /  varies with  . Neverthele ring the relationship of  with /  as well as with  

found in the observations represents an im t compared to previous parameterizations commonly 
used in double-moment bulk schemes that a  on  or  only (see Section ). In the following, we 2
discuss the impact of including the relationshi 4 f N( ,/  in the bulk scheme of M09, for analogous 

simulations as in the BIN tests above.

Figure 11.  and  corresponding to mean dro t siz  ons 
(DSDs) every  grid-points boxes in  an si a ns. For 
better visualizati  displayed values correspond to ed nd  at 
each 500-m  and 1. q qc a/  intervals. Note that averagi  and  is not 
equivalent to averaging the DSDs prior to deriving  and  .

Figure 12.  Similar to Figure  but for the rate of collision-coalescence (CCrate), activation (ACTrate) and 11
condensation (CONDrate).
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3.4. Impact of Changes in the Shape Parameter in the Bulk Microphysics Simulations

In Section , we showed that BULK simulations, based on the double-moment microphysics scheme of  3.2
M09, differed significantly from BIN simulations. Specifically, we showed that rain production was more 
efficient in BULK than in BIN.

The mean profiles of   from each tion are illustrated in Figures  and . It is seen that in the 13a 13b

BIN simulations  is generally larg n in  , which uses the default formulation for  following 
G. Martin etal.( ), thus represe  narrower DSDs. In 1994  ,  is inversely related to  . Since  
is nearly constant in the default sche of M09 (small variations in  may occur within a single time-step 

due to adjustments during conservatio checks),  has almost no intra-cloud variations in the  sim-
ulations. This shows that, although the  relationship employed by M09 might represent inter-cloud 
variability in certain situations (as it follows from the observations reported by G. Martin etal., ), it is 1994

inconsistent with the intra-cloud variability found in the observations and BIN simulations here. Results 
from our analysis of the observations and BIN simulations indicate that variations of  within a single cloud 
can be larger than the broader variations among clouds developed in different environments.

As discussed in Section , the rela i2.4 f N( , )/  employed in  (i.e,  ) provides a better 

approximation of the intra-cloud va ty of  than previous parameterizations. Accordingly, Figures13a 
and13b indicates that  in  i erally closer to the BIN profile compared to  , although the 
upper bound of  20 defined for  in t e tests prevents it from replicating the larger values found in BIN  

(  is limited to a maximum value of  to prevent underflow/overflow problems when running the code). 
Besides being closer to BIN in general  reproduces the decrease in  (increase in DSD width) toward the 
cloud edges, as in the BIN simulations. For instance, the mean profile of   in  simulations consist-

ently represents the decrease of  at cloud top at all times.

Figures13c and13d shows average profiles of CCrate in the simulations. In the bulk scheme, CCrate was 
calculated as the number of  cloud droplets undergoing collision-coalescence (i.e., including the effects of  
autoconversion, accretion and self-collection of  ) according to the approaches of KK00 and cloud droplets

Figure 13.  Mean profiles of the shape parameter (  ) and the collision-coalescence rate (CCrate) in BIN and BULK 
simulations.
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SB06. The former is the default method employed in M09 and was used to update the microphysical vari-
ables in the simulations, while the latter was used only as a diagnostic. Note that the method of KK00 for 

parameterizing collision-coalescence considers a threshold diameter separating cloud droplets and rain of 
50  m, while in SB06 this threshold is 80  m. In BIN, CCrate was diagnosed from the total number of col-
liding droplets smaller than 80-  m diameter. We verified that increasing the threshold diameter from 50 

 m to 80  m has negligible impact on CCrate for  min in BIN simulations, due to the predominance 
of small droplets in the early stages of cloud development.

In both the BIN and BULK simulations, the maximum CCrate occurs near the top of  the cloud, coincid-
ing with the maximum liquid water content (  , Figure 8). However, CCrate values obtained with 
the method of  KK00 in BULK differ significantly from CCrate in BIN. This is expected, considering that 

the method of  KK00 was originally developed for the specific case of  stratocumulus clouds. Figures13c 
and13d evidence that the onset of collision-coalescence calculated according to KK00 is delayed with re-
spect to BIN, with CCrate-KK00 being more than one order of magnitude smaller than CCrate-BIN at  

min. Afterward, CCrate-KK00 accelerates, exceeding CCrate-BIN by more than one order of  magnitude 
at  min. Furthermore, KK00 leads to higher vertical gradients of  CCrate compared to BIN. These 
results highlight the importance of carefully considering the case-dependency of the parameterizations of 

microphysical processes in bulk schemes. Changing the approach for diagnosing  does not significantly 
affect CCrate-KK00, as expected, since the representation of collision-coalescence processes in KK00 has no 
explicit dependency on  . Similar results were obtained using the expressions derived by Kogan( ) (not 2013

shown), a cumulus version of the parameterization of KK00.

In contrast to KK00, CCrate diagnosed using the method of  SB06 reproduces the vertical distribution of  

collision-coalescence in the BIN simulations (Figures  and ). Nevertheless, CCrate-BIN is generally 13c 13d
lower than CCrate-SB06, consistent with the larger values of  (i.e., narrower DSDs) in BIN compared with 
BULK simulations. Increasing  from  to  improves the estimation of CCrate-SB06, except 

between  km above cloud base at  min, where the intense collision-coalescence derived from 
KK00 already developed rain in the BULK simulations (Figure ). These results indicate that, if microphys8 -
ical fields in BULK were online with the collision-coalescence rate estimated from the approach of  SB06, 

improving the description of  would lead to a better representation of rain initiation. Online calculations 
of CCrate using SB06 are not shown here because applying this approach requires varying  , for consisten-
cy with the physical considerations used to derive its expressions for autoconversion, accretion and droplet 

self-collection. Varying  within the scheme of M09 in WRF is beyond the scope of this study.

4. Conclusions

This study addressed the variability of DSD shape in observations and numerical simulations of warm cu-
mulus clouds, with emphasis on the relationship between DSD broadening mechanisms on the background 
aerosol particle number concentration (  ). Factors impacting the spatial distribution of  the spectral dis-

persion of droplets in cumulus clouds, especially height above cloud base, adiabaticity and aerosol loading 
(Khvorostyanov & Curry, ), were explored in the observations and the bin microphysics simula1999 2008, -
tions. We discussed prospective relationships for diagnosing the shape parameter (  ) of the droplet gamma 

size distribution for use in bulk microphysics models.

Relatively clean clouds ( ved over mariti mote rainforest regions  a 

strong relationship between th ispersion (  ) and o of the cloud water con to 
the adiabatic liquid water conte .  microphysics sim s indicated that this behav ri-
marily caused by collision-coales e, w simultaneously inc   and decreases the  thro ain 

production. In the observations, t stren ning of collision-coal nce was indicated by an inc e in 
the large-sizes tail of the DSDs w  incre ng height above cloud se. At lower levels and / 0 5.  , 
DSDs with relatively large relative spersi  (  ) and sm l large-sizes tails (indicated by the dif-

ference between the sizes of the  and  percentiles of the DSD,   m) may have been mainly 
associated with high activation and condensation rates in diluted air parcels near the cloud edges. Dilution 
reduces the cloud droplet number concentration (  ), and therefore increases the supersaturation (  ) as the 

entrained air rises within the updraft, leading to DSD broadening and thus increasing  after mixing with 
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less diluted parcels from the cloud core, where droplets may have experienced lower  (Hernández Pardo 
etal.,2020). This way, the inverse relationship between  and /  can be sustained in both diluted and 

nearly undiluted regions of clean clouds.

Polluted clouds (   ), obse d over deforested regions, showed a smaller variability of  DSD 

width, with a weaker dependence of  o /  . This finding is consistent with a lower rate of collision-co-
alescence and delayed rain production  polluted clouds compared with cleaner clouds. Large  values 
(  ) coinciding with small tails   m) occurred at most levels and values of  /  in the 

observations. This was likely caused by enhanced droplet activation throughout the cloud and DSD broad-
ening after mixing of  air parcels undergoing different paths inside the cloud. A similar effect occurred in 
the bin simulations, with a tendency to maintain large  values and to decrease the size of the DSD tail for 

higher  , associated with an increase in the droplet activation rate and a decrease in droplet growth rate 
by collision-coalescence.

In al, the variabil y of as larger in the bin simulations than in t bservations. An inverse rela-
tio  between  and / as evident at most levels above cloud base, t only in the simulation of the 
cle  cloud (   ) but also of the polluted one (   ). Moreover, while the slope of  

the /  relationship did not change significantly with height above cloud base in the observations, it 
notably increased (in absolute value) with height above cloud base in the simulations. One factor that could 
impact this comparison is the fact that all measurements performed above the cloud base in the observa-

tions corresponded to levels near cloud top. Nevertheless, additional analysis showed that a pronounced 
increase of this slope with height above cloud base also occurred when only the upper 500m of the cloud 
at each simulation time was considered. Therefore, this behavior suggests that spectral broadening mech-

anisms may be too efficient in the model compared to the observations. An overestimation of  the spectral 
broadening at higher levels above cloud base in the simulations may be related to excessive collision-coales-
cence, as well as to spurious mechanisms such as the numerical diffusion in mass/size space associated with 

the combination of condensational growth and advection in physical space (Hernández Pardo etal.,2020; 
Morrison etal., ). Additionally, an underestimation of entrainment and dilution at early stages of cloud 2018
development and low levels above cloud base could explain narrower droplet spectra at the lower levels 

in the model compared to the observations. Narrower spectra at lower levels and broader spectra at upper 
levels lead to a larger variation of  with height above cloud base in the model compared to the observations. 
Future research including the representation of mixed-phase processes in the simulations, as well as obser-

vations from several levels inside convective clouds, would be beneficial to better understand variability of 
DSD shape in cumulus clouds.

Considering the observed dependence of  o /  led to an impro ent compared to previous parameter-
izations that diagnose  from  or  only, at least for   . Applying this approach to diagnose  

in bulk microphysics simulations of an isolated cumulus improved offline collision-coalescence rates com-
pared to bulk microphysics simulations that diagnosed  from  . Naturally, for other collision-coalescence 
parameterizations, the intensity of the sensitivities to  may differ from that showed here. Further research 

on the role of  in other bulk parameterizations of collision-coalescence would be useful. It is also worth 
noting that the value of  can impact other microphysical processes, such as sedimentation. The ultimate ef-
fect of a given approach on the hydrometeor partitioning and cloud evolution would depend on the balance 

of  all microphysical processes. Additionally, since  determines the effective radius of cloud droplets, the 
specific approach chosen impacts the calculation of radiative properties of the clouds, thus having a broader 
significance for atmospheric models.

The /  relationship found in the observations empirically accounts for the effects of the most impor-
tant broadening mechanisms in cumulus clouds, while the simplicity of its formulation allows application 

even in single-moment bulk microphysics schemes. However, using /  to diagnose  (or  ) in bulk-mi-
crophysics models requires accurate representations of intra-cloud variations in  , as well as of the cloud 
base temperature and pressure, thus depending on the model resolution. It should also be considered that 

deriving  from DSD measurements over a finite interval of diameters, i.e., based on the incomplete gamma 
function, as in the observations and bin simulations employed here, could technically be in conflict with 
the design of  bulk microphysics models, which assume that the DSD is described by a  gamma complete

function. Nevertheless, we expect the error introduced by this theoretical discrepancy to be lower than the 
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uncertainties related pirical relationships traditionally used to diagnose  in bulk microphysics 
schemes. Although we t /  to be a good proxy for the degree of DSD broadening in general, we em-

phasize that the specific /  relationship illustrated here should not be  extended to different a priori

types of clouds and environmental conditions.

The simulations performed here were not intended to accurately replicate a real cloud, but rather to provide 
tools that support our interpretation of the observations, in the sense of explaining plausible mechanisms 
that explain a given behavior of  the observable quantities. Analogous experiments, but based on real-case 

model simulations, would be beneficial.

Data Availability Statement

The TAU microphysics code is hosted by G. Feingold (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/staff/graham.feingold/

code/). The ACRIDICON-CHUVA data employed here is available at http://ftp.cptec.inpe.br/chuva/pesqui-
sa/JGR2021/. The authors employed the WRF model version 3.6.1 (https://doi-org.ez61.periodicos.capes.gov.br/10.
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